Star style beauty

D
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o you dream of
having redcarpet-worthy
brows like the
ones sported by celebrities?
With the right knowledge,
it’s a possibility. Eyebrows
can totally change the
look of your face. SW
consulted The Eyebrow
Queen, Carmen Duma,
for her expert advice.
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Be a powder puff
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Follow these expert tips for the perfect eyebrows

brows
Celeb-worthy
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angled-brush or mascara
wand to brush brows up
and away from the centre
of the face. Try Artiste
Angled Eyebrow Brush #39
or Benefit’s Gimme Brow
mascara wand.

The Eyebrow Queen
suggests using brow
powder to achieve a subtle
and softer looking brow.
Gently apply powder to
the brows and in short hairlike strokes, even it out.
If you require any touchups, use a brow pencil as
a secondary measure. Try
an eyebrow powder or blend
a few together to get the
perfect shade in an eyebrow
kit such as ModelCo’s
EYEBROWS Designer
Brow Kit or NYX Cosmetic’s
Eyebrow Cake Powder. For
a brow pencil,
try Shiseido
The Makeup
Eyebrow Pencil.

Fade like a pro

As with many things in
life, less is sometimes
more. Avoid making
hilary
brows too dark and
bold. Instead, opt for
a more faded look by
making brows darker at the
tail and lighter at the head.

Highlight your arch

Use a soft brow highlight
underneath the arch to
accentuate the brow shape
and achieve the illusion
of thicker hair growth.

Maintain the
magnificence

Tend to eyebrows once
a week. Overplucking often
occurs when the brows are
overgrown, consequently
losing the
perfect shape.
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Always use angled or
pointed tweezers to remove
any new hairs around
the brows. Avoid eyebrow
trends, such as thin or
bushy brows. Instead,
follow the natural shape
dictated by your brow bone
for the perfect arch. Try
Manicare’s Point Tweezers.

Filler in

A good cream-to-powder
filler is best to fill in
brows. Cheap pencils and
mascara can make brows
look unnatural. To set
eyebrows firmly in place
try a clear gel such as
Arbonne Eyebrow Gel. SW

The expert advice

Get comfortable with
feeling uncomfortable

Regardless of how hairy your brows
are, it’s important to give your
brow artist at least two weeks’
worth of growth in order to find
the right shape for you. At The
Eyebrow Queen, Carmen adopts
a multifaceted approach to brow
shaping by waxing, trimming
and plucking unwanted hairs in
order to follow the shape dictated
by one’s personal brow bone.

Go up and beyond
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In order to give the illusion of
thicker-looking brows, always
brush brows upwards. The Eyebrow
Queen recommends using an
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